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Love & Hip Hop: Hollywood (Series 3)

12 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. California Dreaming

Newly engaged, Ray and Princess take next steps toward their nuptials, but a dissenting figure
threatens their progress. Moniece and Brandi handle some unfinished business. Shanda and
Willie's fairytale marriage hits a major snag. Fizz tries to persuade Nikki to move forward in the
relationship, but she discovers he's hiding a secret.

2. Homewreckers

Shanda and Willie's marriage is rocked by a woman from Willie's past and possibly present. Ray
and Princess tackle the prenup controversy. Masika struggles to deal with paternity issues.
Moniece stirs up trouble with Princess when she publicly spills tea about Ray.

3. For the Love of Money

A1 and Lyrica seemingly have the perfect relationship, but their opinionated mothers threaten the
status quo. Princess confronts Moniece over her social media posts. Brandi tries to keep her
secret from Max, but her plan blows up in her face.

4. Mama Beef

A1 and Lyrica struggle to get their moms to make nice before they tie the knot. Masika meets up
with Fetty Wap. Max is still furious with Brandi after discovering her secret. New love is in the air
for Nikki, and things are already

becoming complicated.

5. Now or Never

Nikki is having difficulties juggling relationships with Safaree and Rosa. Tired of all the family
drama, A1 and Lyrica finally take matters into their own hands. After Shanda is confronted by
Willie's mistress, she decides enough is enough.
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6. I Want it All

Things take a turn when Safaree catches Nikki in the act. Brandi and Max's rocky marriage is
tested further when Max begins working with Masika. Princess has her hands full with wedding
planning, but where is Ray?

7. Party Pooper

A1 and Lyrica throw a housewarming party, but it goes left after Lyrica's mother learns of some
shocking news. Ray's business is booming, but it's frustrating Princess who is in the middle of
wedding planning. Nikki and Rosa

have an awkward moment in public. Teairra deals with legal issues.

8. Forgive or Forget

Moniece evens the score against Brandi. Ray helps Safaree try to reconcile with Nikki, but she
has other plans in mind. Willie attempts to win Shanda back, but is it too late? Wedding planning
brings up Princess' issues with her estranged father.

9. Retribution

Masika and Fetty Wap aren't seeing eye to eye. Nikki takes a step back from her relationships,
and a look inward. Brandi and Princess take action in getting revenge on Moniece, with a little
help from Jason Lee. Lyrica's mom has an odd request for her daughter, causing a family blowout.

10. The Leak

Brandi's revenge plot gets back to Moniece and Fizz, and sends them to Jason Lee with
questions. When Ray's mom expresses her concerns about his impending marriage, his
relationship with Princess quickly turns sour. Lyrica's mom goes to extremes for revenge against
A1.

11. The Source

Lyrica takes steps to bring peace between her two mothers. Moniece is on a mission to find the
source of the sex tape leak. Princess has issues with Ray and Sonja leading up to the marriage.
Teairra is forced to face her demons.

12. Matrimony

Wedding week is here! Ray and Princess are still at odds and it's unclear if they'll make it down
the aisle. Teairra realizes the gravity of her legal and personal problems.


